Strauss Troy is Greater Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky’s premier business law firm. For more than
60 years, the attorneys at Strauss Troy have helped companies like yours grow. I want to take this
opportunity to share a little bit of information with you about our firm and to provide some valuable
resources.
We have a strong track record of providing innovative legal solutions to complex legal challenges for
companies both large and small. Our entrepreneurial spirit has proven highly advantageous to our
clients. By knowing each client’s business inside and out — its people, its culture and its industry
challenges — Strauss Troy offers holistic solutions with long-term impact.
As a leader at a fast-growing company, you need expertise, fresh perspective and proven results. You
need top-notch attorneys who work as hard as you do and have the right experience for the best results.
We understand your business challenges and will guide you to overcome obstacles. We’re easy to work
with and responsive, and we get to know both you and your business personally. Our lean model of direct
attorney access eliminates layers, improves efficiency and speeds results. This old-fashioned model of
personal service never goes out of style at Strauss Troy.
Community engagement is also an imperative at Strauss Troy — we are committed to the region where
we live, work and play. Our Make A Difference team and the firm support a wide-variety of organizations
and events from the annual Fast 55 to the Strauss Troy Market, the Kentucky Symphony Orchestra and
many other groups.
Our mission is to understand where you’re headed and to help you succeed. That’s why we’ve developed
this series of white papers and a video to give you information and insight.
Our clients depend on us to keep their businesses moving forward. You can too.
Contact us to find out how we can help your business grow.
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